The Drone
Zone
The Evolution Revolution
of Asset Management in
the 21st Century
Ozwater is the largest water sector exhibition and conference in the Southern
Hemisphere involving all the key players in the water industry. Operators, engineers,
utilities, local government and all levels of infrastructure supply and management
form our demographic of over 4,000 delegates, exhibitors and trade visitors across
the two and a half days.

Why is Ozwater the perfect vehicle for your
drone technology?
Drone technology has reduced costs and increased access for more sustainable management
of infrastructure in the fields of asset protection, maintenance and monitoring. There is now
increasing demand for services including:
Aerial mapping

3D terrain site surveys

Thermal imaging

Topography, Water run-off

Infrastructure inspection

Fast and accurate delivery of data

Pipe, Fleet, Plant, Built environment

At Ozwater’18, we’re creating a platform for exhibitors to not only promote their technologies,
but also demonstrate them in a safe and accessible environment. The Drone Zone is a handson exhibition space that has been designed specifically to demonstrate the capabilities of your
technology and share collateral with delegates and trade visitors.
The Zone itself will consist of both pod stands and shell scheme options.
Drone Pod Stand – AUD$3300 (including GST)
Drone Shell Scheme Booth – AUD$5823 (including GST)
Each Drone Zone Pod is 2.25 sqm of space with a lockable cupboard and counter, suitable for
displaying your technology. The premium sites are a larger shell scheme space of a sqm with
fascia, facing directly on to the Drone Demonstration Zone.

The Drone Demonstration Zone
The Drone Demonstration Zone is a netted space complete with audio and visual technology to
enhance your presentation. Each Drone Zone exhibitor will benefit from up to two (2) peak time
10-minute presentation spots in the demonstration zone. Peak times are morning/afternoon tea
and lunch periods, however, should you wish to target invited clients, the zone will be available
to book at all times the exhibition is open.
For more details on the Drone Zone and exhibiting at Ozwater’18,
please contact Steve Comey, Senior Exhibition Manager.
Ph: 02 9467 8406 | M: 0414 919 424 | E: scomey@awa.asn.au

